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Born and raised in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Jessica Lewis is a serial entrepreneur, proficient businesswoman/consultant
and a community-oriented leader, who projects a high level of technical competence, self-confidence, authority and
enthusiasm in doing what she loves to do best. She started her own business consultancy firm named “Real Solutions for
Real People,” during her time in Philadelphia and has as well hosted a show called, “All About Beauty, Business, and You,”
- a radio program focused on the beauty industry, entrepreneurs, and community-related current events before relocating to
Macon, GA.
Tapping from her educational background, Jessica holds a B.S. degree in Psychology from Pennsylvania State University.
She went on to earn her Masters in Business Management from Colorado Technical University. Jessica blends both her
education and extensive business experience to develop the right business strategy that leads entrepreneurs like herself to
overwhelming shifts in outcomes. Being a leading-edge business consultant and entrepreneur, she started “Entrepreneur
Spotlight” to provide the right platform for entrepreneurs to showcase their products and services. “Entrepreneur Spotlight”
is a mini-series that highlights the personality, character, and professionalism of each guest through a series of questions
and answers. Moreover, she has hosted several podcasts relating to personal and business credit, finance, and asset
protection. She is most accomplished when spreading her business knowledge to the masses via her various entertainment
and media platforms.
With over fifteen years of experience working in every capacity of human services, Jessica has developed the keen ability
to recognize the various state of human behavior. She is epitomized by creative thinking, brilliant intuition and insight. In
(what year), she started the finance division of her company, assisting entrepreneurs in the profit and non-profit sectors in
getting strong financial backup that would help them expand their businesses. She as well is the founder and CEO of Mobu
Enterprises, - a green construction firm dedicated to helping people in building their dream home or commercial spaces via
affordable housing projects. Moreover, through these businesses, she seeks to provide others with all the truth and tools
needed to attain their dreams and create a better life for themselves. The biggest highlight of her career is her being the first
female minority earned green construction firm to have an apprenticeship program with the Department of Labor. A
reputable professional in her field, some of her upcoming projects include published coloring books on Green Construction,
Rising Above Adversity, and Group Economics. Besides, she is currently working towards releasing her book on “How to
Create Your Own Apprenticeship Program.” Also, Jessica is the lead visionary of some major community and business
oriented projects that will minimize crime and violence, reduce self-hate amongst youths, veterans, and ex-felons.
As someone who enjoys giving back to her community, she’s an active volunteer with several organizations in the U.S. This
includes SCORE, MINI Hoops Basketball Camp, Macon Re-Entry Coalition, Crown Women Rising, Georgia Division of
Juvenile Justice Re-entry Task Force, Georgia Department of Corrections Recidivism Reduction Task Force, Need a Sister
or Brother Association, Empowerment of Women internationally, Black Sustainability Network, Pan African Alliance,
DECA Northeast High School, and YEA (Young Entrepreneur Academy). Ornamented with a dynamic personality, Jessica
prefers to take the extra step in staying unique while reaching her aspirations, but whenever she’s off professional duties,
she loves playing with her dog, visiting new eateries and traveling.

